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This unit was created
with this guy in mind.  He

has autism and an
intellectual disability.  He
is a non-reader, can count
to 25 AND he is able to do

this unit.   He is my
tester!!



This unit contains over 40
pages of material PLUS 7

google slides with
activities students can do

online.

Everything highlighted in
yellow comes with a
digital version of the

activity.



This unit contains 23 page
book all about how Labor
Day became a holiday.  It
is in a pdf format as well

as a power point show you
can use rather than

printing the book out.



This unit also contains a
video version of the book
included in the unit.  You

can assign it in google
classroom or use it as is in

the digital activities.



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.

Vocabulary boards are
great for ALL students to
assist with participation
and engagement in group

discussions.

Tips on how to use in the
unit!!



There is a circle maps in
this unit.

Circle maps are a great
way for students to see

the big idea.
It comes with an

errorless version as well
as a version with wrong

answers mixed in.

errorless

contains wrong
answers



The circle map comes in
digital versions.  There is
one with only corrected

answers and one with
wrong answers mixed in.



There is a timeline in
this unit.  It covers just
the big events leading

up to President
Cleveland declaring

Labor Day a national
holiday.  There is a color
coded version included.



The timeline activity is
also in a digital version. 
 The regular and color
coded options are both

provided.  Choose the best
one for your student.



Finally, there is a
calendar where

students can find the
actual holiday and label
it.  This will be updated

annually.



The calendar activity is
also in a digital version.
There is also a version
that comes with color

coding to provide more
support.



I realize there will be
some students out there
unable to do cutting
activities.  I have a blog
post with ways to
complete activities
without a pair of scissors!!

Click Here to read more!!

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2020/04/27/no-scissors-allowed/

